Coercion and admission in psychiatric facilities

Psychiatric care in India has always taken a back seat when compared to Western nations. The stigma and the shame associated with mental illness in the Indian subcontinent are often a cause for psychiatric patient delaying treatment. This is also one of the reasons as to why most patients and their family members refuse inpatient treatment. Treatment facilities for psychiatric disorders in India range between few private psychiatric hospitals and rehabilitation centers, which may or may not be affordable to all, and general hospital psychiatric units (GHPUs). The GHPU is often attached to a medical college or a tertiary general hospital. It is worthwhile mentioning that majority of psychiatric admissions happen here. The GHPU was not in the purview of the Mental Health Act, 1987, but may be brought under the purview of the Mental Health Care Bill, 2013. GHPUs are the backbone of psychiatric infrastructure run by the government and play a major role in reducing stigma being attached to a general hospital. The wards in a GHPU are not locked, and usually, a relative has to stay with the patient that may often be supportive and conducive to his recovery. Government mental hospitals are often equated with mental asylums of the bygone era by the common man and admission to such a hospital is often viewed with shame, stigma, and disdain.

It is important to understand that most psychiatric patients who require inpatient management may have no insight into their conditions, may refuse to take treatments, and also show decreased self-care, reduced food intake, and suicidal behavior. A patient who has insight and understands that he is psychiatrically ill may rarely need inpatient treatment except when emergencies arise. The most common psychiatric disorders seen in clinical practice are depression, anxiety disorders, and schizophrenia. Patients with schizophrenia often have no insight into their problems and form the major group of inpatients in any psychiatric facility. While we may propose that involuntary admissions are unjust and unfair, it is essential to understand that when a patient has no insight and is unmanageable, this may be the only resort left before his caregivers. The involuntary admission carried out through force or coercion by his relatives is often for his own betterment and treatment rather than to violate his human rights. Mental health professionals must be aware of the fact that psychiatric patients can be manipulated and taken advantage of. Every case must be evaluated thoroughly from a family and psychosocial dimension before suggesting inpatient care so that relatives with vested interests and vying for the patient’s property or finances do not get a chance to prove him mentally ill or unstable. Coercive psychiatric admissions are often regarded as a violation of the human rights of the psychiatrically ill. India has been witness to many human rights tragedies concerning the mentally ill like the recent Erwadi event. While the rights and dignity of any human being including the psychiatrically ill are paramount, the context of events concerned must be given consideration.

The Mental Health Care Bill, 2013, speaks of having the patient decide what form of treatments he or she would wish to undergo and whether or not they would prefer inpatient treatment. This may be feasible if the patient has good insight but may not be possible in cases with poor insight. The patient even with poor insight shall have the right to request review by the Mental Health Review Board to decide whether he needs inpatient treatment. It is important that members of this board are trained adeptly in identifying and diagnosing psychiatric disorders while they take this decision. Many patients with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder often speak normally when put before a doctor or the court of law and it is close relatives who bear the brunt of their paranoia, mania, delusions, and violent behavior that ensues. Doctors who may admit a patient to treat him may sometimes have to release such a patient if the review board advises so. This may not do well for the patient who may continue to remain untreated for longer periods of time. There would also have to be an adequate number of review boards to cater to the needs of various psychiatric facilities and the quantum of inpatient admissions that may happen. An interesting scenario may be substance abuse and alcohol use disorders where the patient continues to use substances and alcohol despite knowing that it is harmful to him and has fair insight into his condition. Such a patient may lie, steal, and get aggressive at home and with others while refusing treatment if given a chance to decide what is best for him. The Mental Health Review Board shall need to be trained with such eventualities and must be equipped to deal with them. There are many facets of psychiatric
admission and management that need to be clarified under the new bill to handle such circumstances.\[7\]

When one speaks of coercion in psychiatric treatment, it is also important to look at the perspective in which it happens. Coercion to violate the human rights of someone psychiatrically ill is unacceptable. The same coercion when imposed by relatives to help them recover, take treatment, and achieve a better quality of life in the long run may not be in their negative interest. A father forcing his son suffering from paranoid schizophrenia to seek treatment must be viewed as a cry for help for his kin rather than coercion while a relative forcing a patient to get admitted to usurp his wealth and property is definitely coercion with all the wrong intentions. An article published in the current issue of the journal speaks of coercion with respect to admission to psychiatric facilities and says that though coercion perceived may have been low, an element of threat was perceived.\[8\] This can be due to the fact that psychiatric inpatient setups are often imposing and admission to a mental health facility is itself stigmatizing. Apart from this, the patient who has delusions and hallucinations may find his world breaking, a world in which he was very comfortable for a few months and the belief that people are against him and want to harm gets reinforced when he is probably admitted against his will. The new Mental Health Care Bill, 2013, is a huge stride in the right direction but there are cracks in its armor that will widen once a day to day implementation of the act happens. Modifications of certain aspects of the act may be required when this arises. Till then, a judicious approach to inpatient psychiatric admissions is warranted.
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